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ABSTRACT. In Svalba rd a nd Iceland there a ppears to be much m ore debris entra ined in glaciers tha t 
surge tha n in those which do no t. Conditions p a rti cularly favoura bl e for the basal incorporation of debris 
develop as a consequence of the high Aow velocities a tta ined by a surge. These a re increased cavita tion in 
the lee o f obstacles and an increased suppl y of basal melt wa ter resulting from frictiona l heat and from the 
trigger zone . Layers of regela tion ice incorpora ting debris can thus d evelop to a much grea ter vertical a nd 
hori zonta l extent than in no n-surging glaciers. E xcessive shearing, a nd the distortion of folia tion structures 
in the termina l zone of com p ressive Aow, enhance the verti cal d evelopment of the d ebris-rich regela tion 
layers. Glaciers that surge o ver outwash and /or fj o rd-bottom sedime nts become particula rl y ri ch in debris. 

R ESUME. Sur la teneur en matiriallx des glaciers en. crue en. Svalbard et en I slallde. En Sva lbard e t en Isla nde, il 
es t a ppa ru qu ' il y ava it beau coup plus de mate ri a ux entraines da ns les glaciers en crue rapide que dans ceux 
qui ne le sont pas. Des conditions parti culierem e nt favo rables pour l' incorpora tion de m a teriaux a la base 
du glacier naissent comme une consequence d es h a utes vitesses d 'ecoulements a tteintes p a r la crue. II y a 
accroissem e nt de la cavita tion a l' ava l des obsta cl es e t un apport supplementaire d 'eau d e fusion a la base 
par la ch a leur de frottement e t en provena nce d e la zone de foirage. 11 peut, des lo rs, se d evelopper des 
niveaux d e glace de regel incorporant les ma tb·iaux a une echelle beaucoup plus gra n d e, d a ns les directions 
verti ca les e t horizon ta les que d a ns les glaciers qui ne sont pas en crue rapide. Le cisaillem ent excessif e t la 
d istorsion d es structures d e fo lia tion dans la zon e te rminale de l'ecoulem ent compress if empeche le developpe
ment en hauteur des niveaux d e regel riches en m a teriaux. Les g laciers qui avancent rapidem ent par dessus 
des sediments Auviaux ou d e fond de fj ord d eviennen t parti culi erem ent riches en ma te ri a ux . 

Z USAMM ENFASSUNG. Uber dell Schuttgehalt ausbrechender Cletscller in Sualbard ulld Island. In Sva lbard und 
Island sch eint d er Schuttgehal t in ausbrechenden Gletschern weit h a h er zu sein a ls in a nderen. Besonders 
gunstige Bedingungen fur die Aufnahme von Schutt a m U ntergrund entwickeln sich a ls Folge der hohen 
Fliessgeschwindigkeiten wa hrend eines Ausbruch es. Sie bestehen a us d er Cavita tion im L ee von Hindernissen 
und a us d em erhiihten ZuAuss von Schmelzwasser infolge der R eibungswarme am Untergrund und aus der 
Auslasezone . Schichten mit schutterfull tem R egela tionseis kiinnen sich so in weit grasserer Vertikal- und 
Horizontalerstreckung bilden a ls bei nicht a usbrechenden Gletsch ern. Ubermass ige Sch erung und die 
Verbiegung von Banderstrukturen in der Endzon e kompressiven Fliessens versta rken die vertikale Ausbildung 
schuttre ich er R egela tionsschichten. Gletscher, die liber Schwemmla nd und /oder Sedimente a ufFjord-Biidcn 
ausbrech en, werden besonders schuttreich. 

I NTROD UCTION 

R ecent observations and theories on the origin, entrainment, and melt-out of subglacially 
derived d ebris at Svalbard glaciers by Boulton (1967, 1968, 197o[a] , 197o[b] , 1972[bJ) have 
greatly advanced our understanding of sedimentation processes at the margins of existing 
glaciers and also of the like ly origin of complex till sequences deposited by Pleistocene ice 
sheets. One of Boulton 's conclusions, however, namely that many polar and sub-polar 
glaciers carry much more basally-derived d e bris than temperate glaciers prompted a stimu
lating exchange of confli cting views with J. T. Andrews in the pages of this Journal (Andrews, 
1971, 1972 ; Boulton, 1971 , 1972[a] ). The main controversy centres round the fact that 
And,-ews considered Boulton 's generalization to be inapplicable in Baffin Island and that in 
his experi ence "mora ines ... in temperate areas are considerably larger than those in Arctic 
glaciers . .. " (Andrews, 1972) . The present writer has recently examined subpolar glaciers 
in Svalbard and a temperate glacier in I celand in the context of their surging behaviour 
and believes that the latter characteristic is of much greater significance to the Boulton
Andrews controversy than the generalized thermal characteristics of the glaciers. 

Accepting that basal melt water is fundamental for the subglacial incorporation of debris 
(Boulton, 197o[b] ), this paper first of all considers the role of basal melt water at surging 
glaciers before considering all of the factors that may explain the debris content of two such 
glaciers. 
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S URGING GLACIERS AND BASAL MELT WATER 

It has been apparent for a number of years that cyclic surge behaviour is common in both 
temperate and polar environments and to virtually all shapes and sizes of glacier (Meier and 
Post, 1969). There also seems to be general agreement that the high flow rates attained by 
most glaciers during their active surge phase are due mainly to accelerated basal slippage . 
In developing a general theory and model of cyclically surging glaciers Robin and Weertman 
(1973) assume that a surge starts when the glacier suddenly flows so easily that it must lower 
its basal shear stress to the value T O. Advocating that the likely mechanism to achieve this 
state depends on the presence of water at the base of the glacier, they conclude by emphasizing 
the crucial role that a gradient in basal shear stress may play in causing water to accumulate 
under a glacier and to start it to surge by lubricating a trigger region . Based as it is on the 
presence of basal melt water this theory is therefore satisfactory for all wet-based (temperate) 
glaciers and for glaciers that are wet-based in the accumulation area but dry-based (cold) in 
the ablation area (i. e . subpolar glaciers) . The theory implies that any glacier that is wholly 
dry-based and frozen to its bed cannot surge (e.g. the M eighen Ice Cap, which has a basal 
temperature of - 15.9° C at the deepes t part (Paterson , 1969)). 

This paper does not seek to assess the m erits of the Robin- Weertman model in relation to 
other theories of glacier surges (e.g. Nielson, 1969 ; Palmer , 1972), but accepts its premise that 
basal melt water is necessary for the surge m echanism and aims to emphasize the fundamental 
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Fig. I. Map of Svalbard showing the location of glaciers and places referred to in the text. 
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role of that water in the subglacial entrainment of debris by surging glaciers in Svalbard and 
Iceland. It is first of all necessary to briefly consider the thermal characteristics and debris 
content of these glaciers. 

BASAL TEMPERATURES OF SVALBARD AND ICELANDIC GLACIERS 

Temperature data on Svalbard glaciers are generally meagre but Schytt ( 1964) has shown 
that basal ice in the accumulation area ofVestfonna and probably also of Austfonna (Fig. I ) 
is at the pressure melting temperature whereas in the ablation area the basal ice is cold. 
Liest0l (1973), however, has measured basal temperatures below the melting point all over the 
small and shallow plateau ice cap Foxfonna, where layers of impermeable superimposed ice 
may prevent the glacier from being warmed up by percolating melt water. All such glaciers 
should be wholly cold-based and it may be predicted that none of them will surge. 

It is unlikely that any glaciers in the maritime climate ofIceland are cold and dry-based 
despite the presence of permafrost in the ground adjacent to some of them (for example 
north of Vatnajokull ). This was confirmed for part of the northern edge of Vatnajokull 
(Fig. 2) where an ice cliff recently formed by the drainage of an ice-marginal lake between 
Eyjabakkajokull and Bruarjokull exposes the ends of many englacial and subglacial m elt
water tubes, and it is also substantiated by the fact that the majority of melt streams issue 
subglacially from Icelandic glaciers. This contrasts with Svalbard glaciers where most of the 
melt water flows in supraglacial and marginal channels. 

The available thermal data thus indicate that it should be possible for basal melt water 
to be present all over most I celandic glaciers and at least at the accumulation area of large 
Svalbard glaciers. 

eEL AND 

Fig. 2. Map of Iceland showing the location of glaciers and places riferred to in the text. 
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D EBRIS CONTENT OF SVALBARD GLACIERS 

Some Svalbard glaciers not only contain much more debris than others but also have 
deposited a much more extensive and complex moraine beyond their presently active margin. 
The contrast between such glaciers is partly a topographical one. Those bounded by extensive 
rock walls, such as the cirque glaciers and independent valley glaciers, receive large amounts 
of superficial debris through frost-shattering processes operating on the walls. Thick accumu
lations of this angular material have given rise to very large ice-cored moraines by insulating 
underlying ice from solar radiation, and these normally mark the maximum position attained 
by the glaciers in Neoglacial times . Short outlet glaciers from some of the smaller plateau ice 
caps (e.g. Foxfonna) on the other hand usually carry less d ebris and are fronted by smaller 
moraines. By far the most impressive moraine complexes and heaviest debris concentrations 
are associated with the larger valley glaciers. Some of this debris falls from nunataks and valley 
walls but as Garwood and Gregory (18g8) and Boulton ( I967 , Ig68) observed , a great deal 
of the material covering the glaciers and contained within the glaciers is striated, abraded 
and thus basally derived. 

Fig. 3. The stagnant terminal zone oJ Holrnstrornbreen, Sualbard, showing loops oJ diformed medial moraine alld the complex 
pattern oJ melt-ollt till ridges in the debris-rich SIlOut region. (Photograph by Norsk Polarinstitlltt .) 
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Holmstrombreen at the head of Ekamfjord is a particularly fine example that is repre
sentative of this type of glacier, and for this reason some details of its debris content and 
structure are given below. 

Debris content and ice structures cif Holmstrombreen 

Holmstrombreen , a valley glacier 25 km long and averaging 2.5 km in width, Aows from 
an ill-defined catchment area linked to the large ice cap Holtedahlfonna in James I Land 
(Fig. I). T wo large tributaries, Orsabreen and Morabreen, both 18 km long, drain directly 
from Holtedahlfonna and becom e conAuent with ea ch other and with Holmstrombreen only 
5 km from the glacier terminus. It is possible that H oltedahlfonna, like Vestfonna and Aust
fonna in Nordaustlandet (Schytt, 1969), may be at the pressure melting temperature at the 
base, but the ablation zone of Holmstrombreen and its tributaries appears to be cold-based 
because all of the melt water is confined to supraglacial and shallow-seated englacial channels. 
The lower 8 km of the glacier now appears to be stagnant and is the location of an extensive 
d ebris cover. Much of this is a formless mantle of melt-out till , generally 1- 1.5 m thick. 
The till also forms sets of conspicuous ridges projecting 1- 3 m in height above the ice surface; 
som e are ice-cored , others are ice-free. The most continuous ridges are those which curve 
parallel to the stagnant glacier snout (Fig. 3). Shorter but equally distinct till ridges intersect 
the curving ones, orthogonally in many places and at oblique angles in others. A few of these 
cross ridges are slightly sinuous in plan. Part of the d ebris cover of Holmstrombreen consists of 
a relatively thin layer of angular d ebris derived from deformed loops of lateral and m edial 
moraine. A minor contribution to the debris cover is made by the melt streams transporting 
and redepositing d ebris that mel ts out of their channel walls and by the sedimen ts of ephemeral 
lakes and ponds on the glacier surface. Probably the most conspicuous land form at Holm
strombreen is the extensive arc of Jura-like ridges of pushed fj ord sediments. Thinly veneered 
with outwash gravel, these sands and silts are arranged as parallel anticlinal ridges, the crests 
of which becom e progressively higher closer to the stagnant glacier tongue. 

Sections exposed by the main melt streams at the very snout of the glacier reveal large
scale structures in the stagnant ice where thrust planes sloping upwards from the base at 
angles of 20- 60 ° and folded foliation structures are d ominant (Fig. 4 ). Banded ice made up of 
many layers of clear ice lacking any obvious macro-crystalline structure, but containing 
suspended pa rticles of fine sediment , is also commonly developed. The layers of clear ice, 
normally 5 cm thick, are usually sepa rated by bands of almost pure d ebris up to 2 cm thick. 
This type of glacier ice is quite distinct from the comparatively d ebris-free macro-crystalline 
ice (crystals over 5 cm) exposed farther up-glacier in the debris-free zone. The tec tonically 
deformed , banded ice is essentially similar to that identified at Magarovbreen as regelation 
ice by Boulton (197o[b] ). Thrust fea tures and folds in basal ice were also observed by Garwood 
and Gregory ( 1898) at Elfenbeinbreen, Dronbreen and Plogbreen , glaciers that were under
going rapid advances (now classified as surges) at the time of their visit in 1896. 

Surging glaciers in Svalbard 

There are many reports of h eavily crevassed , rapidly advancing glaciers in Svalbard 
(Garwood and Gregory, 1898; Lamplugh, 1911 ; Pillewizer, 1939; Glen , 1941 ); so much so 
that Lies t01 (1969) concluded "surges are frequent phenomena in Spitsbergen ; in fact they 
constitute a common form of glacier advance". In 1970, aerial monitoring of glacier move
ments showed that 12 glaciers were surging, at least one of which was advancing farth er than 
at any other time during the Neoglacial period (Liest01, 1971 ). In addition to those r eported 
to have surged , considerable numbers of Svalbard glaciers display the surface, structural , and 
morphological characteristics now believed to be diagnostic of glaciers that surge (M eier and 
Post, 1969) . Features such as contorted and displaced moraine loops, truncated tributary 
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Fig. 4. Steeply inclined structures in debris-rich regelation ice exposed near the terminus of H olmstrombreen, Svalbard. The 
overlying layer of melt-out till is about I. 5 III thick. 

glaciers, and extensive stagnant tongues, are typical not only of Holmstrombreen but also of 
the majority of other glaciers with push moraines d escribed by Gripp (1929). Battyebreen 
and Lisbetbreen flowing from Holtedahlfonna a short distance east of Holmstrombreen also 
possess prominent moraine loops and push moraines. 

In view of the close association b etween surging behaviour and high debris content, it 
seems possible that a causal relationship exists between these two characteristics of Svalbard 
glaciers. If so a valid generalization may be that the majority of large Svalbard glaciers surge, 
and in so doing develop typical thrust and foliation structures, entrain much basal debris which 
subsequently melts out, and, in many instances, push pre-deposited sediments into push 
morames. 

DEBRIS CONTENT OF ICELANDIC GLACIERS 

Icelandic glaciers periodically become covered with tephra from volcanic eruptions. 
Layers that fall on the accumulation area usually melt out in the ablation area some tens of 
years later, mostly as dirt cones but also as ice-cored ridges along foliation and thrust planes. 
Thus many Icelandic glaciers look dirty much of the time but since this is a special type of 
superficial cover it is not to be confused with the basally-derived d ebris under discussion . 

All Icelandic glaciers now lie behind terminal moraines that mark their most advanced 
Neoglacial positions attained in r esponse to climatic deterioration between the late 17th and 
early 20th centuries. Some of the glaciers, however , have much m ore extensive and complex 
moraine topography than others and, although this is not generally well documented , specific 
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examples include Flaaji:ikull and Hoffellsj6kull (Okko, 1955), Bruarj i:ikull (Thorarinsson, 
1964), Breioam erkUlji:ikull (Price, 1969) and Fjallsji:ikull (Price, 1970), all of which are outlet 
glaciers of Vatnaj6kull. Mulaj6kull , a southern outlet of H ofsj 6kull and Kaldalon , a western 
outlet glacier of Drangaj i:ikull , also have developed extensive moraine topography. Many 
other adjacent glaciers from the same ice caps have notably less extensive moraine topography. 
Typical examples of those observed by the present writer include Fjallji:ikull and Steinsholt
ji:ikull, northern outlets of Eyjafjallaji:ikull and Solheimaj6kull and Hofthabrekkuji:ikull, 
southern outlets of Myrdalsj6kull. 

Eyjabakkaj6kull , a northern outlet from Vatnaji:ikull was selected for detailed field studies 
in 1974 because it is a surging temperate glacier with a wide variety of depositionallandforms 
surrounding the terminus. The decision to study this glacier was made before it became 
known that the glacier was undergoing its second recorded surge (O ctober 1972 until O ctober 
1973) (Thorarinsson, 1973) . Observations comparative to those made at H olmstrombreen 
are briefly reported below. 

Debris content and ice structures of Eyjabakkajokull 

Eyjabakkaj6kull is partly a n independent valley glacier draining the snow fields of a 
m ountain complex 1 400- 1 500 m high at the north-eastern edge of Vatnaji:ikull, but as 
much as 50% of its nourishment probably comes from the main ice cap (Fig. 2). Three major 
ice streams from separate accumulation basins j oin to form the main glacier which is 16 km 
long and approximately 4 km wide at the snout. Aerial photographs taken in 1967 show that, 
before the recent surge, a complex belt of partly ice-cored moraine and fluvio-glacial sedi
m ents extended in front of the glacier over an arc 3.75 km broad extending 7.5 km across the 
valley. These deposits terminated against arcs of very conspicuous ridges of pushed proglacial 
sediments. Four groups of landforms are typically developed in the moraine belt. ( I ) Broad 
ridges curving normal to the ice front and composed either wholly of till or of pushed fluvial 
and lacustrine sediments overlain by 1- 2 m of till (up to 25 m high); (2) Amorphously shaped 
areas of conical hummocks composed of till , much of which is still ice-cored ; (3) Fluted till 
radially aligned to the 1967 ice front and in which individual flutes are seldom more than 1 m 
high ; many are indistinct on the ground but show up clearly on aerial photographs; (4) 
Narrow ridges of till aligned normally, orthogonally, and obliquely to the 1967 ice margin ; 
m ostly 2-5 m in height and up to 400 m in length , they vary from straight to slightly sinuous 
in plan and are normally superficial forms on ground moraine 1- 3 m thick. 

Good sections exposing the structure and debris content of the glacier were present in 
1974 at the ice front which still retained the precipitous cliff developed during the recent surge 
(Fig. 5) ; sections were also available along parts of the northern margin of the glacier actively 
being undercut by melt streams. It could be seen clearly that the lower 5 km of Eyjabakka
ji:ikull is composed of two different types of ice, at least around the periphery. One of these 
occurs at the base of the glacier and is composed of bands of clear and bubbly ice commonly 
separated by very thin discontinuity planes heavily charged with debris particles. The layers 
of clea r ice are 1- 3 cm thick and generally conta in suspended sil t particles and particle 
aggregates. The bubbly layers are everywhere thicker, measuring from 15- 30 cm in thickness 
at the sections available; some contain suspended d ebris particles but others are to tally free of 
debris. The clear and bubbly ice totally lack any m acrocrystalline structu re and to the eye 
a ppear cryptocrystalline. I t is possible that some of the bubbly ice originates as fallen pinnacles 
of surface ice incorporated into the basal layers as the glacier surged forward. The basal type 
of ice increases in thickness from 1.5 m at a point 5 km from the ice front to 8 m at the snout, 
where sections orthogonal to the ice edge reveal layers bending sharpl y upwards until they are 
nearly vertical a nd sections normal to the ice edge expose highly disturbed tectonic structures 
such as lateral overfolding and enclosed loops of banded ice. 
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Fig. 5. Ice cliff at the mout oJ EyjabakkajokuLl, Iceland, ill July 1974, approximately nine months after its last surge. Banded 
debris-rich regelation ice at the base is about 1 0 m thick. The overlying crystalline ice cOlltains very little entrained debris but 
appears dirty because oJ a superficial vetleer oJ down-washed medial moraine. 

A sharp thrust-plane discontinuity separates the basal ice from the overlying type (Fig. 5) 
which is characterized by large blue ice crystals 5- 8 cm in size. Many foliation structures give 
this ice a pseudo-bedded appearance largely because of the high debris con tent of the foliation 
layers. All of the folia tion planes examined proved to be composed of a 2- 3 cm layer of regela
tion ice highly charged with debris. The crystalline ice is essen tially free of debris except at 
the foliation planes. Not only are the finer debris particles concentrated here, but also the 
larger pebbles and boulders are welded on to the overlying ice crystals by a film of regelation 
ice adhering to their upper surfaces. The layers of macrocrystalline ice separated by the 
foliation planes a re irregular in thickness, varying from 10-30 cm, and commonly pinch out 
laterally. 

The structure, debris content, and associated depositional landforms at Eyjabakkajokull 
are very similar to those at Holmstrombreen in Svalbard and to those described in Svalbard 
by Boulton (1970[aJ , [b] ) . 

Surging glaciers in Iceland 

It is now known that II glaciers in I celand have surged. Most of them have done so at 
least twice (Table I ) and they are a ll major outlet glaciers from four of the five main ice caps. 
The Myrdalsjokull- Eyjafjallajokull cap is the only one with large outlet glaciers that have 
never been reported as surging. From the data available (Thorarinsson, 1964) it appears 
that at least 40 % of Vatnajokull, one of the largest caps of temperate ice in the world, is 
affected by surge movements. Bruarjokull, one of its largest outlets, has advanced rapidly on 
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five occasions during the last 350 years apparently with a periodicity of 70- 100 years 
(Thorarinsson, 1969) . A volume of 700 km3 of ice and firn and an ice front 45 km long move 
during these surges. Even more remarkable is the coincidence in time of surges of some of the 
Vatnajokull outlets (Table I ), but there are insufficient data to speculate on the likely reason 
for such events, even although several of the surges began during the month of October. 
It may be concluded from the data available that surges are as common a form of glacier 
movement in I celand as in Svalbard. 

TABLE I. ICELANDIC GLACIERS AFFECTED BY SURGES 

Year Glacier Distance advanced Parent ice cap 
km 

1972- 73 Eyjabakkajokull 2.0 Vatnajokull 
1972 Hagafellsjokull ves tri ? L a ngjokull 
1972 Mulajokull Hofsjokull 
1965 Mulajokull Hofsjokull 
1963- 64 Sidujokull 0·5 Vatnajokull 
1963- 64 Brua rjokull 8.0 Vatnajokull 
195 1 Dyngjujokull 0·3 Vatnajokull 
1945 Ska ftarjokull 0.6 Vatnajokull 
1945 Tungnarjoklar > 1.0 Vatnajokull 
1939- 42 Leirufjordur 1.5 Dra ngajokull 
1934- 36 K a lda lon 0·75 Drangajokull 
1934 Sidujokull 0.6 Va tnaj okull 
1934 Dyngjujokull 0·3 V a tnajokull 
1890 Brua rjokull 10.0 Vatnajokull 
1890 Eyjaba kkajokull 0.6 Vatnajokull 
1820 Breioamerkurjokull 1.0 V atnajokull 
1810 Bruarjokull ? Vatnajokull 
1720'S Brua rjokull Vatnajokull 
1625 Brua rjokull Vatnajokull 

Table based on information from Thorarinsson (1969). 

ORIGIN OF DEBRIS IN SURGING GLACIERS 

The heavy concentration of basally-derived d ebris in ice cliffs exposed at Holstrombreen 
and Eyjabakkajokull , together with accounts and photographs of other surging glaciers, 
suggests that a valid generalization may be made concerning the debris content of such 
glaciers. It is that the majority of surging glaciers, whether they are located in subpolar or 
temperate regimes, are much more highly charged with subglacially-derived d ebris than 
most glaciers that do not surge. 

There is therefore a need to explore the possibility that a causal relationship exists between 
surging behaviour and high d ebris content. In seeking an explanation it is clearly crucial to 
consider the entrainment mechanism and the boundary conditions that influence its effective 
operation . R ecent theory developed by Boulton ( I972[b] ) has emphasized the fundamental 
role of basal m elt water in incorporating debris particles and adhering them to the g lacier sole 
when regelation occurs. Field observations in Svalbard and Iceland confirm the importance 
of this mechanism . It follows that glaciers which are wholly dry-based will contain very little 
subglacially-derived debris because of the absence of basal melt water, and that at glaciers 
which are wholly wet-based, where there is n e t basal melting and a general downward 
movemen t of ice, there can be no net accretion of regelation ice (Boulton, 1972 [b] ). (H ere, 
the debris-charged layer is limited to about 0.5- 1 m in thickness above the glacier bed. ) It is 
therefore possible that particular conditions favouring basal entrainment and the vertical 
build-up of debris d evelop mainly as a consequence of the surge m echanism. 

The cyclic surge theory of Robin and Weertman (1973) predicts that, when a surge begins 
in a trigger zone through the " lubricating" effec t of accumulated basal melt wate r , the rapid 
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sliding velocity is propagated both up and down glacier. The enhanced lubricating effect 

seems to be precipitated at a critical threshold value of P, the basal water pressure, when a 

chain of positive feedback events is initiated. The high value of P reduces friction at the 

glacier bed, presumably by forcing a film of water thick enough to swamp the smaller bumps 

along the ice- bed interface, thereby increasing the sliding velocity. This in turn raises the 

tensional stress in the lee of larger bumps where cavities open up, become water filled, and 

possibly expand until these bumps are also swamped . Basal water pressure is maintained at a 

high value by the added amount of water produced by increased frictional heat at the glacier 

bed as a result of the higher sliding velocity. This chain of events continues until a break-off 

threshold is reached. According to Robin and Weertman (1973) this is when the water 

pressure gradient has forced basal water as far up-glacier as it can and when the basal shear 

stress in the surging portion of the glacier is lowered to such a low val ue (through the hori

zontal extension and vertical thinning of the glacier) that fast sliding velocities are no longer 

possible. 
The influence of these basal conditions produced by a surge on the entrainment and 

vertical build-up of debris may possibly be as follows, accepting that the formation of regela

tion ice is the main incorporation mechanism. 

At the base of a non-surging temperate glacier, regelation ice develops by the refreezing 

of water produced by pressure melting on the up-stream side of an obstacle. Because the heat 

flow required to maintain the process in equilibrium can only be conducted through obstacles 

no larger than about 50 cm, it follows that the thickness of the regelation layer at anyone 

obstacle may never be much more than of the order of several centimetres. The length of a 

regelation layer extending from any obstacle (in a situation of net basal melting) is limited 

by the distance to the next obstacle of similar or larger size, where the regelation layer is 

destroyed by pressure melting. At the base of glaciers undergoing a surge, however , theory 

predicts the widespread development of cavities and that water from the collection zone (cf. 

Robin and Weertman, 1973) and from frictional melting may be forced into such cavities by 

the basal water-pressure gradient. * When general basal melt water (produced under pressure 

at a temperature below 0 ° C) flows into the lower-pressure environment of the cavities, 

refreezing can occur on a much larger scale than with the normal pressure-meltingjrefreezing 

mechanism. Latent heat liberated during freezing does not have to be conducted through 

obstacles; it can be used up in melting ice to enlarge the cavity and surplus heat can be 

efficiently dispersed by the circulating basal melt-water system. 

A limit to the formation of regelation ice in this way is imposed ( I) by cavity size and 

(2) when the water in a cavity is at the same pressure as water entering it. But, given a 

situation in which cavities are developing during a surge, this mechanism is likely to be of 

considerable importance, and if more regelation ice is produced than is lost by net basal 

melting, then a vertical sequence will develop. It is also significant that in the snout zone of 

intense compression and shearing so typical of surging glaciers, the regelation layers and their 

debris content are tectonically built up into even thicker vertical sequences. When field 

studies provide more data on the basal conditions under surging glaciers it may become 

possible to quantify the effectiveness of this enhanced regelation mechanism. 

There is one further consideration important to an understanding of the apparently 

excessive debris content of some Svalbard and Icelandic glaciers. It is that many of these 

glaciers have surged over the pre-deposited sediments of an outwash plain or of a fjord head 

and have basally incorporated considerable amounts of these materials (in addition to 

tectonically deforming them into push moraines along the surface of decollement provided by 

• The latter is likely to be pa rticularly high where the bed consists or relatively impermeable materials and 

this is exactly the situa tion beneath the margins or most Sva lbard glaciers, where the p ermarrost is over 300 m 

deep , a nd in parts orIceland where permarrost occurs to the edge of some outlet glaciers, such as Eyjabakkajokull, 

so that immedia tely these glaciers surge they are underl a in by an impermeable base. 
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the permafrost). In Svalbard, fine sands, silts and clays containing many marine shells are 
common constituents of the distal melt-out tills of Holmstrombreen and Battyebreen . The 
remarkable reti culate till ridges of Flint and Cora 0er in Ekmanfjord, deposited by Seftstrom
breen after its surge a cross the fjord bottom in the 1890's, are littered not only with marine 
shell fragm ents but also with complete bivalves into which fine till appears to have been forced. 
The silt-rich tills of EyjabakkajokuIl in Iceland are similarly derived from fine alluvial sedi
ments containing peat horizons. 

All of the glaciers in Svalbard described by Boulton te rminate at fjords and the majority 
of them have probably surged . Those studied by Andrews in Baffin Island appear not to be of 
the surging type. Thus the controversy over the debris content of sub-polar and temperate 
glaciers may be more adequately resolved if attention is directed to whether they are surging 
or non-surging glaciers in the first instance. 
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